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About This Game

I - KTBG: the original single-player puzzle game
II - Gangs of Bad Guys: the new multi-player mode

I - KTBG

Does everyone deserve a second chance? Can crimes ever be forgotten? Hiding behind the mask of the average man on the
street, and furtively blending into the background, many war criminals, ex-Mafia members and other criminals have been

literally getting away with murder, or worse. That is, until you turned up to ruin the party. As part of a secret and mysterious
society whose members have sworn to rid the world of these Bad Guys, it’s your responsibility to make sure justice is served in

the bloodiest possible way, using your unpredictability to your advantage.

Track the Bad Guys, be brutal and smart in your planning, and eliminate them one by one. But bear this in mind: each criminal’s
death has to look like an accident. In each level, you’ll have the chance to splatter and destroy the Bad Guy using various

weapons and traps. It’s up to you to make sure he ends up in the wrong place at the right time.

In this ingenious puzzle game in which physics plays an essential role, you’ll need to keep a cool head and your wits about you.
Show no mercy as you set out to kill the Bad Guy!
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“Until your mission is accomplished we don’t exist. If you fail, you’ll be the only person at fault, and we’ll deny ever knowing
you.”

Features
•TRACK YOUR TARGET in 60 levels, each one more original than the last, and unlock 6 completely off-the-wall bonus

levels.
•USE YOUR IMAGINATION as you take out the criminals one by one. Find the opportune moment to act, and make it as

bloody as you can!
•BECOME THE AMBASSADOR OF DEATH and make full use of all the different traps available. Sabotage vehicles,

transform daily objects into deadly weapons, or combine different elements in order to create new ones.
•WORK IN THE SHADOWS. Don’t draw attention to yourself. Cameras, pedestrians, cops and the Bad Guys’ bodyguards

mustn’t suspect you. No one should ever doubt that these deaths are anything but unfortunate accidents.
•TRY, TRY AND TRY AGAIN as you take advantage of the game’s replay feature. Get the top score, fulfil the secondary

objectives, find new ways to kill each Bad Guy, and work on your murder skills.
•SOCIAL SHARING. Show off your killing prowess and achievements to your friends, and prove that you are the world’s top

justice seeker.

II - Gangs of Bad Guys

Playable up to 16 players, Gangs of Bad Guys is a new competitive mode. Face your opponents and kill them all. This time you
control the Bad Guy and no more discretion, you must be clever and cunning to achieve your aims. Turn items of everyday into
deadly traps, combine elements and bring the terror in the streets. Alone or in team, fight your enemies in 4 game modes: Serial

Killers, Capture the flag, Godfather and Gang Supremacy.
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Title: Kill The Bad Guy
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Exkee
Publisher:
Exkee
Release Date: 28 May, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.5 Ghz (Intel Celeron / AMD Athlon 64 x2)

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics or AMD Radeon

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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Okay, this USED to be Addiction Pinball back in '99, and included a couple of other Team 17-themed tables like World Rally
Fever, but I guess they cut those because they weren't popular. The one table that remains is pretty cheap, though, and it is quite
good. Interestingly, the table is themed after Worms 1, instead of the sequels, so the worms in the artwork have a less cartoony
and more gritty style to them.

I recommend this, for anybody that's a pinball or Worms nut. That should be about half of my friends list. If it isn't, then why
not?. servers offline XD. Gameplay was okay and I thought the artstyle was fitting. However, it's not worth $15. Way too short
of a game and I'm not sure why there's only 3-player Co-Op when there are 4 playable characters. Music was extremely grating,
too.. On the fence between recommend and not recommend, but due to lack of updates and the cumbersome nature of the game,
I just can't recommend it. It has glitches, the save mechanism does not work at some points -- this is infuriating as the game is
already too difficulty in a cumbersome way, not a challenging \/ satisfying way.

Otavio, fix this thing -- it has great potential.. I bought it because a lot of community puzzles did not work for me and the
advertisement kept popping up. I thought: Oh well, If I want to play contraption maker at all, I need this.

Actually, this DLC adds a new dimension to the game. A second "plane" where you can only place wonderstruct parts. Whatever
is on the second plane does not collide with the first and default plane, so you can imagine them as running in parallel. The only
way to move parts from one to another, is via special s-bend pipes that has one end in one layer, and one in the other.
Wonderstruct parts can still be placed on your default plane, so no need to worry. What IS worrysome, is the fact that this
applies only to the parts added by the DLC. If a non-dlc part tries to go through the plane s-bend pipe, it simply does not switch,
which can lead to interesting "sorting" intersections where you can just make all wonderstruct marbles go down one path, and
everything else on another.

Another fun mechanism is the "wonderstruct switch" which is simply an intersection that switches itself as marbles go through.
Every second marble goes onto an alternative route. There is a puzzle involving only this mechanism, where you have to set the
switches up, so that the balls sort out between two baskets.

However, there are only a few puzzles and none of them is really challenging. They merely introduce the mechansims.

In my opinion, this DLC is a must-own for anyone and it really adds something refreshing to Contraption Maker unlike those
free updates.. Kinda fun and addictive, is kinda ruined by the fact it hasn't been patched in months, half the achievements are
bugged and half the characters are locked for now. Doesn't look like any of the content missing is going to be patched in any
time soon.. This game I want to write a positive review for since this game did have effort put into it, but the dev just plain
forget about the game. There has as of yet never been a major update to this game, so there is a dead end directly after the third
boss. Which is a bit upsetting since I was just starting to get into the game. So I suggest finding something else, since this
metroidvania does not fufill expectations for long.. A tough but fun adventure. Ian Livingstone's eerie fantasy world is evoked
with sparse, straightforward prose, and Tin Man Games have brought it to life quite well, with new artwork and some subtle but
effective music. As tricky as this gamebook is, a "Free Read" mode lets you explore the story backward and forward, trying out
every path without worrying about a game over. And even the "Hardcore Hero" difficulty gives you unlimited "bookmarks"
(save points), so it's a challenge, but not an insurmountable one. The Steam achievements give an added dimension to the game,
encouraging you to visit every location (and you can get them in Free Read mode\u2014well, except the ones for finishing the
game on higher difficulties!). So, if you're a Fighting Fantasy fan, or you want to see what old school gamebook fans grew up
on, give it a try. ;)
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Recommendation decided based on achievements. If it weren't for the speedrun achievement, I would be recommending this.

This is a good and well-designed game. Not so much a puzzler as much as it is, like other people are saying, a twitch reaction
game. This game is fun up until level 76. The last 15 levels are pure, distilled, sadistic hell, and in getting the speedrun
achievement, I damn-near broke my wrists.

What is the 'Speedrun' achievement? It's the achievement that turns this from a frustrating-yet-fun game into RSI Simulator
2017. This achievement requires you to beat all 90 levels in one sitting. In order to do this without actually developing RSI, I had
to spread said session over 11 hours, with YouTube breaks between almost every level. Yep, 90% of my playtime was spent in
that one session. And I absolutely hated the last 15 levels. By the time I reached the last 5, I felt like my wrists were going to fall
off.

TL;DR - if you are an achievement hunter, avoid this game like the plague, cause it'll kill your wrists.. An extremely adorable if
somewhat poorly paced tower management game that does no favors for the genre. You can practically feel the free to play
elements lurking from within, and while I will say I like the idea of my tennants fighting heroes and what not, the general
difficulty curve moves a bit too fast at first. While it does boil out as you figure out strategies, Unholy Heights tends to tread
towards "miserable," especially if you don't plan in advance for the inevitable ruination of your hotel via heroes.

That all being said, it's an interesting experiment that could be great given some better tweaking, but as it is, Unholy Heights is
decent, and not much else. I recommend with the caveat of a sale.. doesnt work.
. Posting this review to warn buyers they need to manually patch this route. Go to http:\/\/www.virtualtracks.net\/download.htm
and look for "Berlin-Wittenberg Patch Version 1.26 hier herunterladen". You need this patch if you want Quick Drive and LZB!

For some reason DTG won't release this patch on Steam. So you have to install it manually :\\

It's a decent route for 200 km\/h commuter traffic. All of the included vehicles are the default German trains you probably
already have. For driving on the S-bahn section to Teltow you'll have to download or create your own scenario.

If you're looking to buy this route, you may want to get Berlin-Leipzig instead, which is the exact same as this route but it's
further extended up to Leipzig.. Rant:
Probably the most tedious game ever made. Bad level design everywhere you look. Forced backtracking to get collectibles FOR
NO REASON. If you defends this game design decision, then you have NOOOOOO life and NEED crappy games to fill up
your emptiness. Loser malignant narcissists play this game, because they are losers. When losers do something
HARDCOREEEE!!!!!! they feel like non-losers. However they are still losers, just like the dev of this game. It is garbage. If
you like fun, don't play this. If you like to brag to other people about the last game you beat, like an anti-social mongoloid, buy
this game and continue to waste your life.
Review:
Very tight platforming controls. The opening cutscene was actually funny, unlike Binding of Isaac or Super Meat Boy which had
some of the cringiest, lamest, grossest, childish humor ever. Also those games had HORRENDOUS music. This game's music is
much better, though it is still hit or miss. Some of the songs are annoyingly hard rock. The entire thing is like, classical music
played by a rock band. It's never good enough to not actually laugh at the prospect of listening to it outside of this game. But I
turned off SMB music in like 15 seconds if I remember, so it's an improvement. A few of the covers are garbage. Great
controls, decent humor, ok music. That is the epitome of this game. The level design,though, is tedious to the extreme. The pixel
perfect and timing perfect stuff is just over the top. To the point were I can only play the game for about a half hour in a row,
before I'm just not having fun. I come back and have fun for 15 min, then am burned out again. I don't really think this game is
good if you think a good game is FUN. It's certainly hard, so if you like difficult games this one is for you. This has collectibles
like SMB, which is mostly a bad thing. You can probably get like half the tumors with regular platforming. They are certainly
harder to get than completing a stage, but they are fair for collectibles. The problem is all the ones where it is not clear how to
get to the tumors. There are maybe 20 people total who figured this crap out and then EVERYONE ELSE looks it up on the
internet. Do you guys actually like this crap, because I think it is ridiculous. Many don't give an indication that they exist at all
until AFTER you've beaten the stage. This is the biggest problem with the world design, as you have to beat entire worlds over
again to get the opportunity to go look for collectibles. This to me is just bad game design. It doesn't make the game any harder,
just more tedious and repetitive. A list of stages would just be better. Why does it need a world you're going through? It's an old
school hardcore platformer. The way the levels link up just makes the game worse. I mean, the dude wasted his time coming up
with the open world design, just so he could then waste all the players time, making us replay it! I think it could be vastly better
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though with a different philosophy from the dev. I know that probably won't happen, but the base mechanics are FARRRR
better than something like Shovel Knight which is super popular. I think the level design is better too and it is way more
innovative and original. But it is tuned to be soo frickin hardcore that most people won't enjoy it. Similar to its music, The End
of Nigh is the death metal\/prog rock version of a 2D platformer. And if you like death metal or prog rock,
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in congrats. Most people think there are a try-hard waste of time just like this game.. Recent updates
- 8 August 2016. This game is dead.. Within two levels, instead of fighting carefully measured enemy attack patterns, I was
cumbersomely dodging out of the way of a big laser being delivered by an off-screen bad. The laser kept going. It is not fun to
dodge big lasers when I want to be fighting dudes. When I asked the devs about this on Twitter, they said to turn the damage
down. The damage is not the problem. I can beat those levels. I could probably beat them without taking damage, if I had
enough patience. But the actual act of playing them--trudging through same-looking scenery, may-as-well-not-be-there writing,
and game mechanics that even with only several active buttons to engage with still manage to feel obtuse and frustrating.

This is a bad review. I am in a bad mood. I do not recommend this game. Thank you.
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